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In the investigation of atomic structures, the 
central- field model long ago proved quite successful. In this 
model one assumes that each electron moves in a central, or 
spherically syrnrnet:rical, force field, produced by the nucleus 
and the other electrons. Using this approximation, it was found 
that the Hartree- Fock method provides quite good results for 
atomic ground and low- excited states! 1 } 
Historically the central- field model for atomic struc-
ture was established as a result of the study of the periodic 
chart of the elements! l) Mendelyeev's discovery( 2 ) of the 
periodic system of chemical elements led him to the concept 
of the periodic chart. 
Actually the regularity of the chart can be well 
understood by studying the structures of inert gas atoms, 
which really form the key to the periodic system. During 
the period from 1916 to 1919, Kossel~ 3 ) Lewis~ 4 > and 
Langmuir(S speculated a great deal about the probable mean-
i.ng of these stable inert gas structures. Langmuir particu·-
larly noted the way in which the addition of eight electrons 
to a helium- like ion produces neon and addition of eight to 
a naon- like ion produces argon. This led him to postulate 
a particularly stable structure of eight electrons, which 
1 
2 
he called an octet. It was natural to think of these groups 
of electrons as shells of some sort and to think that one 
shell was completed at helium, consisting of two electrons: 
a second shell of eight, one of Langmuir's octets, would be 
completed at neon, a third shell (second octet) at argon, 
a :nd so on. 
With these simple ideas and fundamental facts about 
the periodic system i::1 mind, Bohr ( 6 ) gave the explanation of 
the periodic chart in 1922, in terms of a central-field model 
of the atoms, coupled with a restriction on the number of 
electrons accommodated in a completed group. He introduced the 
"A.1.1fbau" principle · for elements based upon the quantum nuTPbers 
~; X , :n 8f his .::tom.ic :Uvdel. For . 3mall atoms ( z~ 13) ' the 
orbital energy increases with increasing n, and within a given 
n, it increases with increasing 1. Bohr's explanation was 
supplemented by the discovery of the electron spin by Uhlenbeck 
and Goudsmit( 7 ) and of the exclusion principle by Pauli~ 8 ) 
both in 1925. 
However, the order in which the electron shells are 
successively filled for the case of neutral atoms, as Z is 
increased, is governed by increasing n+f, and for fixed n+l, 
by increasing n. This rule was first proposed by 11adelung< 9 ) 
as early as 1926, according to a statement published by 
Goudsmit~lO) In terms of Madelung's rule, the Aufbau princi-
3 
ple mentioned above can be described by the inequalities 
ls< 2 s( 2p(3s(3p<.4 s(3d( 4p< Ss< 4d< 5p(6s(4f<Sd< 6p< 7s o ( 1 ) 
Spectroscopic evidence for the central-field model 
and Aufbau principle was first obtained during the years 
1921 to 1924 from analyses of the optical spectra and X-ray 
t 1':: d. (ll) d . . . 11 t d spec ra o:r: so 1'1r.l vapor, an 1t 1s now un1versa y accep e o 
Simple approximate expressions for orbital energies 
in the central- field model can be realized by introducing the 
* concept of the effective quantum number n and effective nucle~ 
ar charge r . Especially for the outermost electrons in alkali 
metal atoms, the optical energy levels are \vell expressed by 
( 2 ) 
~ * The n is given by n =n - d, where n is the principal quantum 
number of an electron and d is ·the quantum defect which is 
a constant characterized by each element. This approximate 
behavior of sodiwn spectra is called Rydberg's law. 
Using the effective nuclear charge(, the energy of an X-ray 
~ 
term value is approximately given by 
( 
1 }2. E==-i n, (atomic units), ( 3 ) 
..., 
where j is related to the actual nuclear charge Z and the 
3creening constant (j 1 by 1=Z-G" This approximation 
cor:re.sponos to 1-1ose1ey • s lmv !12 ) which says that the square 
root.s of characteristic frequencies of X- ray spec·tra vary 
4 
approximately linearly \vi th atomic number . 
Once wave mechanics came along, and Hartree formulated 
the method of the self-consistent field (SCF) ~13 ) one could 
find a central. - field approximation for the energy of sodium 
by direct application of Hartree's method, rather than by work-
ing bacbvard from the observed spectrum . By the improved 
Hartree- Fock SCF method~ 14 ) verifications of the central-field 
model v.rere made for many atoms, \vi th resul t.s as good as those 
obtained for sodium. 
The SCF methods provide quite good results for atomic 
ground and low- excited states~ 1 ) However, sometimes it is 
more convenient to have simple expressions for energies and 
* wa.ve functions of one-electron stat.es in terms of the n anq 
r mentioned before, even if the approximations are not as 
good as those obtained by the SCF methods. For example, 
Zener(lS) and Slater(l 6 ) used orbitals of the form 
(n*-1> -(Z -cr) ~ V N r e n lt~W) ( 5 ) 
* v.rhere n and Q'" are adjustable constants anc N is a normalizing · 
factor. These eigenfunctions are solutions of the central-
field problem v.rhere the potential V(r) is given by the relation 
( 6 
5 
For large values of r this approaches 
Vo-j ,...._ (Z-o-) r , ( 7 } 
corresponding to a screening of the nucleus equivalent to ~ • 
* By varying n and o· so as to minimize the energy, Slater gave 
* a rule for determining n and~. This is called Slater's 
rule. It is well known that the orbital function of Eq. (5 
is frequently used for the basis for configuration interaction 
calculations. 
In 1959, Layzer pointed out(l?) that a satisfactory 
theory of atomic spectra should account for the simple regula-
rities exhibited by the experimental phenomena. He mentioned 
th~t Moseley's l~w ln X-ray 6pect~oscopy is a s~1prisingly 
accurate approximation and a satisfactory theory should explain 
the Z dependence of term energies which is stated in Moseley's 
laT.v. He noticed that the solution of Hartree-Fock equations 
for fixed values of z already presents great difficulty for 
the e.xplanation of the Z-dependence of term energies. Using a 
1/Z-e.xpa.nsion :nethod}18 ) he developed a modern screening 
theory of atomic spectra. His formulations are basic to the 
explanation of the experimental laws in X-ray spectroscopy, 
and he determined screening parameters \]" by the variation 
principle. As he mentioned in his paper, t.he for:mulation 
6 
based on the concept of the effective nuclear charge can shift 
the focus of attention from individual atoms with fixed z, to 
sequences of atoms. This idea may be useful for the investi -· 
gation of the periodic chart . 
Very recently Sternheimer(lg)examined a wide range 
of experimental data for one-electron excited states for the 
valence electron of the alka li-metal atoms. He showed that 
in these states the orbital energy level increases with in-
creasing Madelung's n+l except for lithium. However, for 
fixed n-~1 , the energy ordering pattern is not the Madelung's 
Aufbau ordering except for sodium, and the pattern is charac-
teristic of each atom. 
As we have seen above, the successful central-field 
model for atomic structure was established as a result of 
the study of the periodic chart of the elements. However, 
it might still be considered that the basic periodic chart 
itself is lacking a fully satisfactory theoretical expla-
nation and that the Aufbau principle has not b~en persuasive-
ly explained. I,ately, some at·tempts at a group theoretical 
derivation of the Aufbau scheme have been carried out by 
~arut<20 )and independently by Navaro, Wol£}21 ) and Berrondo, 
(2 2 ) 
Navaro. 
Barut proposed that "the different elements (be) 
regarded as different states of atomic matter'', and asked 
7 
''are there global quantum numbers which would characterize 
the elements as different states of a single system? 11 Con-
sidering two limiting cases, the neutral atoms and the highly 
ionized ones, he concluded that in both cases the one-electron 
orbitals of such a single system could be considered to provide 
a basis for a single unitary irreducible representation of the 
group 80(4,2). 
Navaro et al. proposed a geometrical realization of 
the Aufbau scheme, applying Pock's idea of the stereographic 
mapping of the 8chr6dinger equation in momentum space onto a 
four-dimensional hypersphere. They showed that the Aufbau 
ordering can be derived from the Hamiltonian of an asymmetric 
:Lotor w.i.U:1----an S0 (3) symmetry around the 4-a:ns on the · 4-dimen-
sional hypersphere. 
Though the work of Barut and of Navaro et al. is most 
suggestive, it has not been given a dynamical foundation, and 
so is unsatisfying to the atomic physicist. 
A different kind of approach to the group thoretical 
study of the periodic chart was attempted recently by Byakov 
et a1~ 23 ) They proposed 8U(2)x80(4,2) as a dyn~mical group 
for the periodic chart. Their idea is based on the fact t .hat 
the system of chemical elements can be classified by an 80(4,2) 
orbital labeling scheme using the hydrogenic quantum numbers 
8 
n, 1 ( m and an 8U ( 2) quantum number. However, here again no 
dynamical foundation has been provided for the group proposed. 
Recently Wulfrr.an found great merit in Barut's idea on 
atomic super-multiplets, and he introduced the concept of the 
generalized Hamiltonian that is the Hamiltonian of all atoms~ 24 ) 
Investigating the 8chr0dinger equation with this generalized 
Hamiltonian, it should be possible to relate the properties 
of different atoms and find the structure of the periodic chart 
from fundamental principles of dynamics and group theory. One 
can use the same kinds of methods for relating the properties 
of different states of a single hydrogen atom with the aid of 
the degeneracy group 80(4) and dynamical group 80(4,2). These 
groups represent the symmetries of the tJ.me-independent and 
. d _, h '"'d . . . . h d . . 1 . . ( 2 St2 6) tJ.me-· epenaent 8c ru J.nger equa~J.ocs WJ.t or .lnary Haml_tonlan. 
The idea then is to apply these methods to the system defined 
by a generalized Hamiltonian. 
In chapter II of this thesis, we will consider the 
classification of chemical elemer.ts, in the light of the con-
cept of the generalized Hamiltonian. We will make a group 
theoretical classification based on the characteristics of 
the outermost electrons in th8 central-field model of atomic 
ground states. We conclude that the classification group 
may be SO(p,q) with p+q~7, pZ4. 
9 
In the problems of atomic physics, we may find a 
number of unsolved problems in addition to the problem of the 
periodic chart just discussed. One of the problems is 
to establish, from first principles, simpler approximation 
methods for many- electron problems. It is well known that 
configuration interaction calculations for the atomic ground 
states d f small atoms have been quite successfu1!27 ) However, 
we would like to predict . these configuration mixings in simpler 
ways. Recently Wulfman and Kumei( 2 B) examined the matrix 
elements of the ~4 electron repulsion potential expressed in 
terms of the generators of the dyna.rnical group so (4, 2) • From 
this investigation Wulfman found an approximate dynamical symme-
try of doubly excited states of the hel.imn <'l.tom .(29 } .More e~ten-
sive calculations by Sinano~lu and Herrick showed the idea was 
even morA successful than at first realized~30 ~owever this method 
cannot be applied to the states in which one or more electrons 
have principal quantum number n=l. (30) 
In chapter III of this thesis, we will review Wulfman's 
work briefly and consider an application of his idea to the 
ground state of heliwn making use of the group S0(4,l)xS0(4,1). 
We arrive at the conclusion that we can obtain physically 
si9nificant configuration mixing using S0(4,l)xS0(4,1) or 
S0(4,2):xso(4,2) in a manner analogous to the way in which 
S0(4)xS0(4) is used to determine configuration mixing in doubly 
excited states of helium- like systems. 
II. Effective Nuclear Charges of Electrons in Atoms 
and Group Theoretical Studies of the Periodic 
Classification of Chemical Elements 
2-1. General Considerations 
We know the periodic chart has a very beautiful 
structure, and it would be quite significant to have a 
simple explanation of the classification it provides. 
In order to study the structure of the chart, we should 
have a simple mathematical expression which well charac-
terizes the electronic energy of ground and low lying 
cxcitod states o= all tho chehlical 2lements. It way De 
proper to obtain this from simple SCF one-electron 
wave functions which can Se approximated by hydrogenic 
wave functions with effective nuclear charges ! which 
will be a function of the actual nuclear charge z. 
The expression for r should be common for all the ele-
ments. Stud.ring such a si_mple approximate expression 
of one-electron states, we may find clues to the dynamical 
and group theoretical origins of the chart. 
Recently Wulfman introduced a quite unique 
group theoretical methodology( 24)to investigate systems 
whose Hamiltonians are related to one another by varying 
a parameter. In the context here his idea is the following. 
10 
11 
First he defines a "third quantized" Hamiltonian that is 
the Hamiltonian of all atoms, in a sense analogous to 
the sense in wtich the ordinary Hruniltonian is the Hamil~ 
tonian of all states of a single atom. Given such a third 
quantized Hamiltonian one can bring to bear upon the 
problem of relating the properties of different atoms all 
those techniques which are currently available for relating 
the properti~s of different stat~~ of the same atom. For 
the simple SCF one- electron state such a Hamiltonian can 
be realized as 
) ( 1 ) 
with a new type of "third quantized" one- electron wave 
function 'f which satisfies 
~t. ( 2 ) 
Here ~ is an effective nuclear charge operator which 
Op 
produces a proper effective nuclear charge when operating 
on its ~igenfunction f. For example let 
'f= E..- GS"S¢(rJt), then we have 
For the investigation of the chart, it will be 
* most important to think about outer (shell) electrons, 
* The definition of out~r electrons is given in section 
2 - 3; p . 25. 
12 
because the characteristics of each chemical element 
strongly depend on the behaviour of these electrons. Further-
more we may say the group structure of the periodic chart is 
determined by t he group properties of outer electrons in 
atomic ground states . Therefore we should think about a simple 
SCF one- electron state for the outer electron for which Eqs. 
( 1 ) and ( 2 ) are wr itten as the third quantized forms. 
( 3 ) 
( 4 ) 
In principle then we would obtain a basic group theo-
retical structure of the periodic chart by studying the invar-
i ance group of the differential equation 
vlhere 
w = f (s) "'Cr) e._ - i.Eo.e t 
r o.e "'e. To.e ) 
E = _ l(Io.~):t- (one-electron energy of) , 
o·e .2. 'f'4_e the outer electron 
( 5 ) 
( 6 ) 
( 7 ) 
( r ) f cs> = r t ( s> e.e Of e>.e. o.c o.e ) (!..~_ So.e)thcf> == f ~ (~) ~ Y fo.t. o.e To.e . ( 8 ) 
The invariance group of Eq. ( 5 ) generated by operators 
a ~ ~ Q ( .r, s , t, Jt. , ~s , ~t. , . · · can be obtained by studying the equation 
13 
( ~ ) 
using the method given by &!derson, Kumei and Wulfman. <31 , 32 , 25 ) 
States labeled by So.e, no.e will be degenerate if ( r.,.~ lno·t. ) = 
constant. The group that interconverts such states is the 
degeneracy group of the third quantized system. We suppose 
it to be a subgroup of the dynamical group which interconverts 
all states of the third quantized system. 
Therefore our first task is to obtain common expres-
sion of the effective nuclear charge ~ as simply as possible. 
We will obtain some of them in section 2-2 and 2-3. However 
we will find that it is unhelpful to carry out the problem in 
the way mentioned above, because the expression for { can not 
be simple enough to investigate Eq. (9 ). Nevertheless the 
expression of r will still give us some useful group theo-
retical information that will give us an idea for the classi-
fica~ion of chemical elements. This will be discussed in 
section 2-4. 
2- 2. Approximate Expressions for Screening Constants of 
Inner and Outer Electrons in Atoms 
In this section we try to obtain some simple approx-
imate expressions for screening constants of electrons in 
atoms. Screening constants can be obtained by minimizing 
the energy expectation value by variation of the screening 
parameters. However the expression so obtained is always 
quite complicated. In order to be useful the expression 
obtained should be quite simple. To this end we shall ignore 
the antisymmetry of the wave function and make a special sim-
plification for the electron repulsion term. 
In a nonrelativistic approximation the Hamiltonian 
for an N-electron atom of nuclear charge 
N{p} z} ,, H= Z _::_ -- -~ + L. T 
j : , 2.. fj J<{ J{ • 
We assume the following wave function: 
z is given by 
(10) 
(11) 




The ~t are variation parameters. For the ffiinimum of the ex-
pectation value of the Hamiltonian, ~1 become suitable effec-
tive nuclear charges St. . Eq.(lO) can be rewritten as 
H== { H(),.< 1) + H,. t') + · · · + H,<N)} . 
where 
- f(z - rx"-) ~ +< z - ex. b) l + .. · t(Z -o<. ) .!. } + '\ _J_ l I 1 rl. /" rN ?- /Jr.. 
vd. 
l-1 (j) = ('!l - ~ ) ! .l. ,... 
ol 
(13) 
Using the wave function(ll)' the expectation value of the 
Hamiltonian is expressed as the following. 
_ { 1 t~ff.J H~·) u.~r., rtF. -:-j U:('J Ht >) 14-r J ct'l!, + · · · + J u.~ cr., H lN! ~r ,l J'f 1 
~z -o~..lJ uJF-.1t, !AJF.l<i". +<z -«,)Jt¢;<i LAS~,i~ + ... + (Z-\>] u;:r,1t Uir .>lt.} 
t J.. I· (( u.\r.) t.t crk> f ~c~HL Cf.J.J..1~ t~ 
2. 'Ls JJ , ~ ~ J'- f . 
(14) 
16 
The one-particle integrations are easily carried out. 
In order to have a simple expression for the electron repul-
sion integral, we will use a special technique of Wulfman and 
Kurnei. (2 B) Let us introduce the following operator and func-
tion. 
·- . ( d 
J I == - ~J r;r;. . 
.?.. J 
(15•) 
~ * The hydrogenic wave function can be expressea as 
The repulsion integral can be written as 
* See p. 52- 53. 
(16) 
where 
. (28) ,, 
Wulfman and Kume1 showed v11 can be expanded as 
v,~ = <~~~)'< 'l51 (W+ ~·rx ~Vi(' +±R.. + fR'+ .. ) I"-~> 
~~2 (1l'3l~~t'ts) r1 +~ (1l31(2-~·~Y'l13) +··]· 
(n,nj) [<"l3\~t+~L\11 j>)l2.l: 8 {<)j~lff'+r(l.l,,n>r ) 
(17 ) 
17 
If we only consider the first dominant term in (17), we can get 
. a quite simple expression of v,l 
(18) 
The approximation given by(l8) is not so good because Eq. (17) 
does not converge rapidly, but for our purpose the simplicity 
of the expression is quite important. Using the result of 
(18)we write the energy expectation value as 
18 
E :-.;::. - 1 L 1~)~ -2: (Z - lX )~ 
2 ~-'- \ n,... ,. ~A n;. 
-X 
+tf_ [ (Z)'{3tt; - Jpur+'J} +(;:)'~?S-Utu+IJ}j z 
(,.'4 -t: J.J) (19) 
(#_.JJ = a. b c . .. fl 
l a. = ( 71..1~·?1\: m;._) ~c J 
We now minimize Eq . (19) by requiring ~ ~a. -.:::::; o 
Setting o<.'t = z - (j-r = Z (I --(11:) > we have 
(1 - ~Q.) I £ . ~~ . 'M a.MJ-~ n~ . - 11.~ + Z ·Mo.~ { 1- ~f') ~~-~.) o. + (i- ~~J f . -;:::;:::, 0 > 
(t'+o.) 
whe r e 
(20) 
(21) 
cr~ is a screening constant for the electron whose 
quantum state is 1: :: ( 1l"t .f. -r. m"t: m.~t ) . We rewrite (20) as 
. . . -~ 




In order to calculate ()~,we have to know the screening con-
stants for al l the electrons in atoms. Tentatively let us 
use the sc r eening constants obtained by Slater's rules(lG) 
to calculatef~~j , that is, let us see whether 
{ 
z - 0:$! 2. -~ 
CJ;. ~ u;,.o>= JZ ~ M(t L M~ + (z -rr~J) Mr} 




where (]''t are Slater's screening constants. The 0:(1) 0.. 
obtained for outer electrons are plotted in Fig.l , being 
s.e ex ex 
compared with ~ and (JQ. • The ~ are defined by 
19 
V:e:;.= z- rto.J-2 ~ 
~ ) (2 4) 
where f: are experimentally determined( 33 )one-electron en-
ergies of (no. .f..Q. 'm.t~. lnsa.). Looking at Fig .1 we may say the 
,-.-St 
v~ approximately satisfy Eq. (22) for small atoms (Z=l~l8 ) . 
st ex 
Even if the O"'o. take closer values to the ~ than the 
rr:_U) 
v~ do, in a sense the solutions of Eq. (22) have better 
characteristics than Slater's screening constants, because 
the n~)lt~. depencencies are taken into account in Eq. (22) 
but not in Slater's rule. For larger atoms (Z>l8) Eq.(22) 
is not reasonable at all. 
From the graph it appears however that it may be 
possible to get a good approximate equation by introducing 
t\<70 parameters (n and Eo~o.t 
Dtl J. is de£ ined by 
t 't 
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For E - o i 1\ .... ) , Eq. (25) becomes 
a: ::0:. cr;•l = [<: n: &'-i)M~lf + Ma; { M. + EM,. r~) ' ( 26) 
(D~t~ Drt,.L) 
21 
where N • is the number of electrons whose D~ J. are smaller r ,... 
than or equal to D.t~.o.4. In Fig.2 the result of Eq. (26) 
("l-ex 
is given, being compared with Vo.. • Looking at Fig . 2 
we may say Eq . (2G) well characterizes the n~>t~ dependency 
of the screening constants, but the approximation is not so 
good especially for electrons whose principal quantum num-
bers nQ. are large. For the improvement of Eq. (26) we will 
introduce a correction term as 
cr.~o-:'1 ,. JI '1'\~~c.,wi! +M~~(M~ Ht1'}< fy~ + t(r,.- 1)! 
· (C~~D~t) 
(27) 
where E, r,~ should be determined so that (27) might give a 
good approximation. If we set E=O.l66, (=0.247 'S =1.924, 
we will have the result in Fig.3. We may say Eq. (27) well 
characterizes the no.J.<:t dependency of the screening constants , 
especially for outer shell electrons of atoms whose atomic 
nurrillers are 1~36 . 
Let us summarize our discussion up to this point in 
group theoretical language. As I showed in page 14-15, we have 
used the hydrogenic wave functions with scale parameters ()t"t : . 
* (~ lt;')t.,) = ~t e~~eT~) y (~) 
11. t.R t. ?lt.r, 1\.! !'-- 11\'l ,t t. ?1\'t 
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where JT4 is one of the generators of jS0(4,2) * and 
are dilation transformation operators. Starting 
from the jS0(4,2) basis functions · i(~t~~ 
t t 
, we have 
used the dilation transformations of jS0(4,2) to deter-
mine effective nuclear charges by minimizing the expectation 
value E with respect to variations in the dilation para-
meters 9t . We also have used a simple 80(4,2) approximatio1~ 2 S) 
for the electron repulsion integrals. It is evident that 
even with the simple approximation used, we have obtained 
screening constants which characterize some features of the 
behavior of outer shell electrons in small atoms, for in-
stance the approximate degeneracy patterm of 4s and 3d outer 
shell electrons is taken into account in the expression of 
,,\ 
CT~.... (see Fig.3.) . 
* In section 3- 1 we display the generators of the dynamical 
group 80(4,2) in the realization due to Bednat et al~43,44,45) 
2- 3. Empirical Expressions for Effective Nuclear Charges 
of Outer Electrons in Atoms. 
In the previous section we obtained some approximate 
equations for screening constants of inner and outer electrons, 
but they are not convenient for atoms of large atomic number. 
However it is very important for the investigation of the 
periodic chart to know the relationship between atomic numbers 
and effective nuclear charges of outer electrons in a wide 
range of atomic numbers. Now we are going to obtain a simple 
expression for effective nuclear charges which well character-
i~es the periodicity in the periodic chart. In order to ob-
tain a simple form we would rather start from experimental 
da t a than from theoretical equations. The proper effective 
nuclear charqes of outer electrons will be experimentally 
determined as 
where Iex d an 0·( 
--2{J .P) 
or (.2. '}. 2.1) (2 9 ) 
ne.e are effective nuclear charges and 
principal quantum numbers of outer electrons which are most 
easily ionized, (I.P.) represents first ionization potentials 
expressed in eV . In this section outer electrons mean 




of e~g. 2s,2p electrons for B; 3d, 
4s electrons for Sc, etc. Here it should be noticed that the 
outer electrons are characterized by a quantum number 
U = rlo.e + 1-to.e -± 1-± 
(30) 
Thus V is an outer shell labeling number which takes the 
values 1,2,3, ... for outer shells K,L,M, .... The data of the 
first ionization potentials and the corresponding ( ro~ I n~.t. > 
are listed in Appendix I, and the values of ( r:~ I 1'-o.e ) are 
plotted in Fig.4 (page 30). 
Looking at Fig.4 we may notice that a first approx-
imation may be made by making straight lines through points 
e.x 
which represent the ( fo.e. 1 '1\.o.e. ) for alkali metal atoms and 
rare gas atoms. These are drawn in Fig.4 by broken lines. 
This simple expression does not have a proper !o.t dependency, 
nevertheless it is desirable for the theoretical investigation 
of the periodicity of the periodic chart because of its 
simplicity. Let us try to make a simple equation which 
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approximately represents the broken lines in Fig.4. Our 
equation should be written as 
(Jo-e) - k (U) ·N + tl (J.J) ?\.o .e. ) (31) 
where the slopes k( JJ ) and the intercepts d ( LJ ) are expressed 
as functions of V . We notice that the slopes of the broken 
lines are about the same for Land M shells, N and 0 shells, 
P and Q shells. It is due to the fact that L,N,P shells 
have almost the same electronic structures as M,O, Q shells. 
It is reasonable to have the relations k(2)=k(3), k(4)=k(5), 
k( 6) = k( 7) , ••• , and the k( LJ ) should be well expressed using 
the quantity j-t(JJ) defined by 
jA(u) :: v{v+ (- t)u}) (32) 
which satisfy the relations f(2)= jAO), jJ-(4)= jJ-(5), jJ-(6) = 
jA- (7),.... Using the P. ( JJ) we will write the k( U) as 
ilP) = --'-( 0-· -4 -q ~_)­
y.tv) t (I· 'l·lfl.) 
which is a good approximation for the slopes. 
(33) 
Now we would like to obtain intercepts d(~). Looking 
at Fig.4 we will notice that the curve through rare gas ele-
ments can be we l l approximated as 
{!4.0) 
P ( N) = -1- ( o. ~14·) N+(2'-·~) (34) 
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If we know a simple approximate expression N0 for the atomic 
numbers of rare gas a toms, we can easily write the ( fo.e/ 11-~.e) 
as 
or (~;J:: ~<vJ{N -N.} t PrN.l (35) 
Looking at the electron configuration scheme for atoms, we 
know that p,d f electrons first appear at N=5,21,58(B,Sc,Ce), 
and notice the atomic numbers of rare gas atoms are closely 
related to these numbers. The Thomas- Fermi approximation 
predicts (34 ) that these numbers will be given as (o.17)(.2..1.+1/ 
where 1. is the azimuthal quantum number of the electron which 
first appears in the atom. Using this fact we can construct 
the following equation* which gives us a simple approximate 
expression for atomic numbers of rare gas atoms. 
N ~ ( U.J-1] 0 = O.l7 (U+l) - \.1·9 t 0.7 (-t) . (36) 
From Eqs. (32)- (36) , we have 
(3 7) 
* See Appendix II 
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The results of Eqs . (32) """ (36) are listed on the following 
table, and the ( J~.e I 7\..o .e) are plotted in Fig . 4 . 
u 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
jJ..( LJ ) 0 6 20 42 
k (J.J) 0.344 0.0666 0.0231 0.01142 r-=::-
No 2.0 9 . 7 18 . 6 35.5 55.7 85. 8 
p (No) 1. 344 1. 209 1.115 1. 015 0.953 0.903 
- -
N 1 2 3 10 11 18 19 36 37 54 55 86 
J}o ... (r-.,.t) I. 0<10 1.344 O.fJ61 I·2.H o. E>O~ 1 . 0~4 o.6H t .o.U. O.S2.0 o.~l~ o.rrl o.q(Jr 
It is evident that Eq. (37) is a much better approximation 
than Eq. (27) in the previous section for outermost eletrons, 
and it has important characteristics of the periodic chart 
because of the term lJ [u + t-•t} . In the following section 
we will give some discussions of the group theoretical impli -
cations of this observation. 
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2-4. Group Theoretical Implications of the Effective 
Nuclear Charge and an Idea for the Classification 
of Chemical Elements 
Both expressions of r given in sections 2-2 and 2- 3 
[Eqs. (27) 
dynamical 
and (37)] are not simple enough to obtain a useful 
group of the differential equation {!..~_ (f •. e)or- i:t}1L =0 
:2. r ... To.e • 
But we will still see some group theoretical meanings in the 
expression of the effective nuclear charge ! \'i'e notice the 
expression given in section 2-3 [Eq. (37)] is more convenient 
than Eq. (27) for our purpose, because Eq. (37) works in a 
wide range of atomic numbers and it has important character-
istics of the periodic chart. Now we will think about some 
meanings of f mainly for Eq. (37). 
· Let the third quantized Hamiltonian, and energy for 
an outer electron be approximately given as* 
E - _J.. (-h)2. 
o.e- 2. 1l.~.e. ' (38) 
with a third quantized wavefunction t.: = £.~~) toJr:) Let 
t.e be given by Eq. (37): 
* See section 2- 1. 
The definition of outer electrons is given in section 





The degeneracy group of the outer electron is generated by 
g~nerato:rsQ(r,s, f,~,~' /t '·· · ) which satisfy the equation 
(Ho.e -E 0 .e. ) Q 'fo~c =0 under the condition of (H 0.e. - E 0 .e )'J<.e =0. * 
The generators Q will in this case include the quantity Eo.e 
in their expressions, therefore the eigenvalues of the 
Casimir operators of the degeneracy group will be functions 
of }) and Z in our approximation by Eq. ( 3 7) . Looking at 
Eq. ( 37) we see the quanti ties UV.J+ H)u} and }) determine 
the main characteristics of the periodic chart. This suggests 
the above degeneracy group has subgroups determined by these 
two nuwbers and so does the dynamical group mentioned in sec-
tion 2- 1. + Consequently we may say the classification group 
of the periodic chart has subgroups determined by the labeling 
numbers u(v +Ht} and u . 
* The operators of this degeneracy group permit us to change 
an outer electron state of any ground state atom t:o a de-
generate outer electron state of another ground state atom. 
In other word these operators allow us to pass from a point 
of the lines o------~in Fig.4. to another point of the same 
energy level on these lines. See p.l2-13. 
Here classification group means a group whose single UIR 
(uni t ary irreducib l e representation) labels and classify 
all the chemical elements well describing the character~ 
istics of the chart. 
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Now let us construct a good g roup theoretical label-
ing scheme that characterizes and classifis chemical elements 
using these two numbers. To begin with, it will be a good 
idea to think about the well known Aufbau scheme( 6S) which 
gives an ordering of one- electron energy levels for many-
electron atoms. Especially for outer electrons this scheme 




One- electron 6p 












Looking at the scheme we find the following approximate 
orbital degeneracy patterns: (2s,2p); (3s,3p); (4s,4p,3d); 
(5s,5p,4d); (6s,6p,5d,4 f ); (7s,7p,6d,5f); •..•. For the 
first approximation we might think there would exist the exact 
degeneracy pattern 
* Cf. Fig.3 (section 2-2). 
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.J.) =7 
7s 7p 6d Sf 
).) =6 
6s 6p Sd 4f 
V =5 (4 0) 
Ss Sp 4d 
V=4 
4s 4p 3d 
J..;=3 
3s 3p 
lJ ==2 2S 2p 
LJ=l 
ls 
One finds each degenerate level can be labeled by the num-
We notice this approximation is 
taken into account in Eq. (37) and is desirable for oul':' dis -
cussion. Also notice the scheme of (40) has some similarities 
to the hydrogenic orbital degeneracy pattern 
n=4 
4s 4p 4d 4f 
n=3 
3s 3p 3d 
l41) 
n=2 2S 2p 
n=l --rs 
where each set of degenerate states provide a basis set of 
80(4) unitary irreducible representation (UIR). This fact 
suggests each degenerate state of (40) can also provide a 
basis of an S0(4) UIR. If this is tru~we have to say that 
each S0(4) UIR except the first appears twice because the 
35 
same degeneracy pattern repeats twice, except in the case 
of lS. (e.g. V =2 and J)=3, )J=4 and J)=S, J./=6 and ))=7, . .• ) 
Now let us think of the quantity jJ ( LJ ) =u{td·l-1)'"'} which 
satisfies the relations }1-(2)= }J--(3 ) , jA(4)= jA(S), jJ-(6)= 
jJ..(7) , ...• Using this relation we can construct the labeling 
numbers of 80(4) for the scheme (40) as P=%cu ) -1 , Q=O* 
where 
J.) 1 2 I 3 4 I 5 6 I 7 . s I 9 • I! • . 
w-~( u ) 0 6 20 42 72 ... 
ff~l 2 3 4 5 ... 
The degeneracy pattern of (40) will be characterized by 
two numbers }) and /V'( J..l ) as 
* The 80(4) is isomorphic to SU(2) x SU(2), and the eigenvalues 
of the Casimir operators of these su (2) s are written as 
J; = Jo.(Jo.+l) , J~-;2. = J~.(J,.+I) . . 'l'he P and Q are de-
fined as P= JQ. + J~ , Q= J'o. -It. . In order to have the pattern 
of (43) , Q must be equal to zero: ~ = Jb • 
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/V(v) =4 { v~7 7s 7p 6d Sf 
U=6 
6s ·Gp Sd - 4f (4 3) 
ffiv> =3 { V=S Ss Sp 4d 
U=4 
4s 4p 3d 
)/(v) =2 { j) ~3 3s 3p 
}) =2 
2s 2p . 
}((v) =1 lJ =1 
ls 
and we notice that Eq. (37) espouses this classification. 
Now we would like to obtain a classification group 
~·!hose sir.gle UIR .:1dmits cvsr:; state labeled by j) and ,){(.l.)), 
therefore this representation must contain two different 
80(4) UIRs for each number )\'().))~2 and only one 80(4) . 
UIR for ,/(( 1 ) =1. It is . clear that we have to think about 
larger groups than 80(4). First we may think about S0(4)x 
80(4), 80(4,1), 80(4,2), but none of them can be our class-
ification group because of the following facts. 
Since 80(4) is simply reducible, the representation 
(pq)~(p'q') of S0(4)xS0(4) reduced to S0(4) contains every 
UIR of S0(4) labeled by P and Q either once or hot at all, (3 S) 
therefore it cannot explain the doubling of 80(4) fof each 
number of ){u.> ) ~2. The basis of the single UIR of SO (4, 2) 
that contains all the hydrogenic functions, is also a basis 
37 
for a UIR of S0(4,1). (3 G) It is known that there is no 
UIR of S0(4,1) that contains a given representation of S0(4) 
more than once! 37~onsequently this representation does not 
allow the doubling of S0(4) representations which seems to 
appear in the Aufbau chart. That is, there exists no unitary 
transformation in the space of these hydrogenic functions 
which can give rise to a new set of functions which have two 
subsets with the same S0(4) symmetry properties. 
From other investigations being carried on here at 
University of the Pacific, it appears that one of the pseudo 
orthogonal groups SO(p,q) with p+q)6 may be usable as a 
dynamical group of Kepler systems whose charge Z is a dynam-
ical variable!38 ~ence we naturallv ask, is there such a group 
\vhich has UIR that contains a one-dimensional SO ( 4) UIR just 
once and contains all other S0(4) UIR just twice? 
Let us suppose that the one-electron SCF wave func-
tions appropriate to the Aufbau chart are well approximated 
by finite linear combinations of hydrogenic functions with 
guantum numbers Z,n,,l,m. Then if SO(p,q) is a dynamical group 
\ of the hydrogenic systems with variable Z, SO(p+q) should 
provide an approximate dynamical group whose UIR can contain 
all hydrogenic functions up to some finite limiting values of 
Z,n,_i,m. (39) We are then led to ask if there is an ortho-
genal group SO(n) which has a single UIR containing the req~ 
uisite S0(4) UI:Rs. As it may easily be shown that a single 
38 
UIR of S0(6) can not contain the required S0(4) UIR,* we 
proceed to a consideration of S0(7). 
The irreducible representations of S0(7) are deter-
mined by three labeling numbers m71 , m72 and m73 .+ The 
standard generators A .. (l~i~j~7) obey the commutation 
l.J 
relations 
l A . . , Akl. J = 0 · kA . 4 + 0 · a A · k -0 · k A. 0 - 0 · n A. k lJ . . J h 1.10 J l J-~. Jx. l , 
and they are an·tihermi tian. 
+ A .. =-A .. 
l.J l.J 
(44) 
( 4 5) 
The vectors in the representation space are completely labeled 
i. ~ a. group chain 
so ( 7) ::J so ( 6) .::> so ( 5),:) so ( 4) ::J so ( 3) ::> so ( 2) • ( 4 6) 
~ve denote a vector in the representation space by r mij) ' 
where l1l! • is an abbreviation for a complete set of labels. -·J.] 
* The argument will be seen to be an obvious corollary 
of the S0(7) discussion which follows. 
(4 0) 
+ Here we use a discus~ion due to Gel'fand and Zetlin. 
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m71 m72 
m61 m62 m63 
jm . ·) 
(47) 
lJ = mSl m52 
m41 m42 
m21 
The m7 jl m6jl m5il m4 i 1 m311 m21 (j=l 12 13; i=l 12) are the 
labeling numbers of the 80(7) 1 80(6) .1 80(5) 1 80(4) 1 80(3) 1 
80(2) UIRs respectively. 
obey the conditions 
lm611 
< ~ m71 
lm611 











From the previous 
should say 
m41 = Q = 0 ) 
All labels m .. are integers and 
lJ 
~ < ~ (4 8 -a) m62 m72 m63 m73 1 
m62 
~ · 
m52 ~ m63 (48 -b ) f . 
m42 ~ mc:;2 (48 -c ) · 
- I 
m42, (4 8 - d) 
(48 -e) 
discussions and Eq. ( 4 8) I we 
(49 
m42 = p = ){U.J ) -1 . (50 
Eq. (49) means that the eigenvalue of the second second-
~-
40 
order Casimir operator is zero, If in a representation of 
the 5 ~dimensional orthogonal (pseudo- orthogonal) group the 
second second- order Casimir operator of any of the 5 
(physically different) 4- dimensional orthogonal (pseudo-
orthogonal) subgroups is zero, then the fourth - order Casimir 
operator of the 5 - dimensional orthogonal (pseudo- orthogonal) 
group is zero . ( 4l) Therefore we must have 
m =0 (41,42) 51 . 
From Eqs . (48 - b) and (51) we have to have 
Hence the vector in our representation space 
m71 m72 m73 
0 m62 m63 






is labeled as 
(53) 
Here we have to notice again that our labeling scheme must 
allow the existence of just two different 80(4) UIRs for 
P ~ 1 and only one 80(4) UIR for P = 0. In order to realize 
this fact by the group chain (46) , we will ha;ve just two 
different labeling schemes for.each case P ~ 1 and only 
one scheme for P = 0. For 0 ~ P ~ P0 (P0 is a fixed num-
ber) ,* we have two possible ways (54) and (55) to realize 
this fact by the group chain (46) with a single UIR of 
so ( 7) : 
m ( 1) 
71 1 
lrnij) = 0 1 (P+l) (54) 
0 








( /. ) 
rn73 








In the scheme (54) , mi
1
1 
) is a fixed number which is 0 or 1. 
The m( l ) can just take. values P or (P+l) for P~l, but it can 
52 
only take the value (P+l)=l for P=O, because we have the 
0 "> * When we have P =3, our schemes cover all the states of 
outer electrons ih atomic ground states which appear in 
the periodic chart. 
:following relations from Eqs , (48 - b, c): 
P~m( l ) ~P+l 
52 .. 




In the scheme (55), mj~) is a fixed number which is 
than or equal to P0 • The m~~ ) can just take values 
greater 
0 or 1 
> £or P=l, but it can only be zero for P=O, because of the re -
lation 
<- ( 2 )s:l O=m62 - , <sa) 
- (2 
m62 )~P, (59) 
which is obvious from Eqs . (48 - a,b). 
. - ( 1 ) - ( 2 ) 
Here we notice the m52 and m62 are written by 
using the numbers V and %< J) ) : 
m <1 ) = JJ - Jr.tt/) + 1 52 /Y\ · ' (60 ) 
(61 ) 
.)((vr 1 2 3 4 5 .... 
j) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ... . 




=2)(< L1)-)) -1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 ..... ' 
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are some fixed numbers which 
will be determined by the further classification within a 
state designated by V 
As we mentioned in section 2 - 1, the group structure 
of the periodic chart is determined by the group structure 
of the outer electron levels in atomic ground states, there-
fore chemical elements should be classified by a labeling 
scheme for an Aufbau chart. Remembering that in the periodic 
chart the s,p,d and f outer electrons appear in the series of 
I - II typical elements, IIIb"' 0 (rare gas) t y pical elements, t:tan-a a 
~ition elements ~nd inner transition elements respectively, we 
notice that the m
31 
should rather be used for the classifica- . 
tion of this kind than for the azimuthal quantum nUil'lber of 
the outer electron, and in this sense we write m
31
=A . Our 
classification by the numbers J), .-f{.U ) and A is shown in 
,...,. 5 t lg . • The m
21 
will further classify the elements in some 
way and we call it f . Now our labeling scheme will be 
( 1 ) 
m71 1 ..JVo 
0 1 ')/(JJ) 
(63) 
mij) = 0 [ lJ - )/(lJ)f 1] 









0 ~_,{.fu)-V-1] l ){"0 - ]] 
\mij) = 0 fMu) - J] 
0 (.hfu) - ]] 
(64) 
A. ,. 
Both schemes tell us that the 80(7) will be the smallest 
orthogonal group with a single UIR that contains the 80(4) 
UIR ·that seem to be required for the periodic chart . Thus 
we ex pect that the SO(p,q) with p+q=7, p~4 will be an 
approx imate subgroup of the classification group of all the 
states of all the chemical elements. 
We have seen from Eq. (37) and (27) that the actual 
nuclear charge Z is also an important number together with 
).) and ;V( LJ ) for the group theoretical classification. 
Noticing that Z should be expressed as a function of ).) , A. , 
)k and some other labeling number ( s) as 
z= ' v I A. I JJ- · r > , 
,..; 
(65 ) 
~e know that the vector in the representation space of our 
45 
complete classification group* may be labeled by the num-
bers v, A. , p. and [ , and this group may have a noncompact ? -
dimensional subgroup whose representation space is spanned 
by the vectors labeled by J..J , A and )J.- • 
* Our complete classification group will be a subgroup 
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III. A Group Theoretical Study of Configuration Mixing 
for the Ground State of Helium 
In this chapter we try to investigate the manner in 
which . symmetries of the one- electron problem are affected by 
the interaction between two electrons. We will examine the 
configuration mixing due to the l/r
12 
electron repulsion 
potential by reducing S0(4,l)xS0(4,1) to an S0(4,1) in several 
ways. In section 3- 1, a physical realization of the S0(4,2) 
algebra and the matrix representations of the generators 
will be given. we will elaborate the idea of our investi-
gation in section 3-2, and the examination of the idea will 
be given in section 3- 3 for the ground state of the helium 
atom . 
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3-l A Physical Realization of the S0(4,2) Algebra 
The generators of the dynamical group 80(4,2) 
admit many realizat1ons. In series of papersC43~44(45} 
it was shown that these generators can be realized with 
the help of differential operators in the real variables 
X., I x2. I x.l . For the treatment of a physical system, the 
following generators provide a convenient realization, 
because they are expressed by dynamical variables of the 
· system in a particularly simple way. 
IV' 
Using Bednar's 
. ( 45)h . * notat16n t e generators are wr1tten as 
L ( \72. . ~ d ~ ) 
Ak = - ?2,. X.k V - J.. '.?XIc. - .2_Xj ~X.J ~ + X.k , 
B =-.l (x.~._\J'-1.~- -.l.X·_l___L -~) 
k 2. '" dX..-h J ;)XJ JXA . ' 
T = - J. ( r nJ. + r) 
1 2. v ' 
T2= -i.(x;:x, +I):::: -l ( r :r + 1), 
T3= -±( ~v1.-r), 
where 
) 
* Here a summation convention is used. 
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( 1 ) 
( 2 ) 
( 3 ) 
( 4 ) 
( 5 ) 
( 6 ) 
( 7 ) 
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The commutation relations of these generators are: 
l lA IB T r 
l (a) (f) ( j) (m) (o) 
/A (b) (g) (k) tn) 
IB (c) (h) (1) 
u (d) (i) 
rr .. . . (e) 
(a) {L. ' L .] = · E L (i) [Tl' r.] = i A. 1 J 1 ijk k J J 
(b) lA., A.] =i Eijk Lk rT2 , rjJ = 0 1 J 
(c) IB. I B.] =- i fijk L k [T 3 I rj] = i B. 1 J J 
( d ) [Tll T2] ==- iT ( j) fL. B..:] -l 6 B 3 . 'k . ll J lJ k 
{T21 T3] = i T1 
(k) {A. I Tl] =-i ri l 
lT3' Tl] = i T2 IA. I T2] =-i B. l l 
[T. , Ti] - 0 {A. I T3] - 0 1 l • 
(e) rr., r .] =- i Eijk Lk ( 1) {B. I r.J = io .. T3 1 J l J lJ 
(f) [L. , A.] = i~ ijk Ak (m) [L. I T.] = 0 l J l J 
(g) [A. I B .J =io T (n) rA. , r . ] - ·o T .l .. 
l J lJ 2 l J lJ 1 
(h) IB. I Tl] = 0 (o) rr...lr .] - iE. .. , r k l l J lJK 
[B. I '1'2 J =-i A. l l 
[B. , T J = i r. 
l 3 1 
These generators act in the space of_ functions f ( r ) , and 
the scalar product of the functi.ons is defined by 
* f so that th~ generators 
l, !A , fB , T , r are self- adjoint operators: <4 3 > 
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( 8 ) 
Two sets of operators , ( l , /A , 18 , T~ ) and ( a_ , 
• . ~ j 
/A.., f , ~ ) generate two diff~rent subgroups SO ( 4, 1) , and the 
generators l , /A. form an SO ( 4) subalgebra . The operators 
!_ and lr form subalgebras S0(3) and 80(2,1) respectively. 
From Eqs. ( 1 ) and ( 2 ) we have the relation 
l·/A.. =O, ( 9 ) 
which means that the secund second- order Casimir operator of 
the subgroup S0(4) vanishes. Then the fourth - order Casimir 
operator of the 50(4,1) group also vanishes. (4l) In the re -
presentation defined by (1)- (6), the second order Casimir 
operators of two different S0(4,1) groups and their eigenvalues 
are 
(~)'" + {8~ - l2. - !A.'J. = 2 ' 
(10) 
(11) 
* Notice that the element of the space is rJ; instead 
of r4df 
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Therefore the structure of the unitary irreducible representa-
tion space of the SO ( 4, 1) group genera ted by ( IL , /A , 18 , 11 ) 
or < 1L ,fA., If' ,Tt) is given by< 45 ) 
(12) 
where )~'rl.is the r epresentation space of the subgroup 80(4). 
The Casimir operators of this S0(4) group are in the space 
~ represented by 
"' 
ltl. - 1 
( 13) 
(14) 




n = 1 ) ~~ 3, · · · o0 J 
1 :::. 0 ) 1 I )..., 1 • • • ) n -I ) 
m = - .R. -.t.f-r .. · 1.. I ) ) • 
From Eqs. (1), (2) and ( 6 ), we have the relation 




from which we can obtain the coordinate representation X~f~ 
of the state In £.1t'L> as a solution of the eigenequation 
( 17) 
The function ;t.tft.r[J. can be expressed in spherical coordi-
nates as 
(18) 
where F <ex , r ; .:z; , is the confluent hypergeometric function. 
The orthogonality relation for )(,~~ are 
Noticing that the hydrogenic wavefunction is written as 
(
7. z)3 (11\.+.e)\ .{) _z YJ~tz r)£ f(-?\H+I :<.t+l· 2Zr}'(,lw) 
n 2?'1.(-a -..C -I) l ..._ ?'l r\ ) ) ?'\. h\ ' 
( 20) 




The matrix representation of the 80(4) algebra is 
well known in the representation space )(')1,.{ 41 ). 
L~\t)t~'»t) = 'ht\rrt.tm) , {23) 
L±\~£.~t>== .Jce1=nt)(1.+1 ±m) \rp.) .e.,m.±'>, <24) 
n_: \1t £"ttl)=: _e.(.~+ 1) 1 m.Q. ')tt) , ( 2 s) 
A
3
\ 'l\£ 'Itt) = d~< ')\.~?ll)l'n)tl) m.) + a..~) t 1-\.tnt)\ t1't J.t- t) ?i\>, { 2 6) 
A-x. \ll\..t1l\ > = o_~t~,~t-} \·}\).ttl) ')t\i\) + CA ~><"".e~ \~ .. t _,) m. :t. l>} < 21) 
where 
' 
The radial S0(2,1) generators are represented by 
T3 \ ~'"- R.1tt > = n l1t Q m.) ~ 
T:tltr\.i.1t\)=:.J(.t+l±1t-)(±n-.t) 11'\.±t).e)m); 
(T3~ -Tt- Tl2.)\1t~-m) :::: £(.t+l)lft\..trm..>, 
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( 2 8) 
{ 29) 
( 30) 
Using the conunutation relation [ At, Tl. ] = - i 8~ , we have 
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Using the commutation relation [ A~' Tl J = - i r~ , we obtain 
r± \cYI.Q'WI. >= y ~~)(Mxftt\ll'l\+1,~ +I )-m±. l> + (~(M.hR) l'l\tl)t-1,1}~±.1) 
+ ~~~(~t»t)\n-1 ,.ttl>m±t)+ r_l~Ml?'rl)\?t-1)~-1 ,'rt\ ~ I), ( 3 4) 
where r±.:::: r, ± (, rl. 
) 
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i±) L (1-l-J.. ±m)(€+/: ?'n) Jt .... tntt)(l\l\.t.£+.2) ~ (111 t 'M) ::: + -:;- '" }(. TT "- 'fU-fl)l. - 1 . 
We can also f ind the ex plicit matrix represen t ations 
Of the OperatOrS f and r 1 beCaUSe Of the relatiOnS 
f = 18 - A 
J (35) 
r=T --T 
3 1 ' 
(36) 
whi ch a r e obvious from Eqs. ( 2 ) 1 ( 3 ) and ( 4 ) 1 ( 6 } . 
3-2. On an Approximate Dynamical Symmetry 
of the Heli\~m Atom 
It is well known that the symmetry group of the 
Hamiltonian of the hydrogen atom is the four-dimensional 
orthogonal group S0(4) ~ 46 ) 
In this chapter our purpose will be to investigate 
the manner in which synunet1:ies of the one-electron problem 
are affected by the in·teraction between two electrons. 
Obviously a fundamental task is to study the effect on dyna-
mical symmetry of Jl~~ , the electron repulsion potential. 
The matrix elements of the Yr,J. potential were examined by 
Kumei and Wulfman in term of those of the generators of 
"0', .,, (28) r•'·u'.c:-..,---. .c~·--.-" 
.J \ ""'.l f G. J • H -t.. .L.t.UU.!L .i..VU.ll\...1. thu.t J.. 1.- -· l..HI;:! configuration ruix~1g in 
* which is due to t.he !/r1~ complexes of definite nl , nl::: nl 
term in the Hamiltonian, may be such as to nearly diagonalize 
1). 11 11.. I l i 
7J\.~A, where 7A = 'A- "'J\, A being the Hamil ton-Eung-e-Lenz 
vector-:- of particle i ~ 2 9 ) In order to predict the form of 
such a mixing, he reduced S0(4) x S0(4} to S0(4) in the 
following way~29 ) 
* Then1and n~are the radial quantum numbers of electrons 
1 and 2. 
+ The Hamil ton·-Runge-Lenz vector has a form of Eq. ( 2 ) in a 
representation space deined by section 3-1. 
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Consider the pseudospin operators(
47
) of particle 
• l 1 ( i ig._ i.!N ..L ( i i ) L L , viz . , fH= I /L + ~) and = 2. ft- IJ\ , where l is the 
tM l. 
· angular momentum operator of particle L . Couple u 1 with N 
lfN 2 
to get Ja. , and couple with fM to . get J, . Couple cl_ with Jb 
'.ZJL 1 2.0 to get = 'fL + a.. • Denote the resulting two- electron functions 
j(n,n).) PQ L M) , where P = l_ + Jb , and Q = ~ - Jb ; Jo..Cl. +1) 
being eigenvalues of Ja.2. and J/ . These functions 
(1./i\)l+ are eigenfunctions of ~ Cn.l + 1 , ( ~t + (21LY' + 1 , 
( 12/J\)2. + ('a./L)l , ( lllfl.'t1L)2. , ('211)~ , f'2L)y, ~ ~ ~ \ ~ with eigenvalues respectively 
{Q(P+t)}~ ' L ( L + 1) , M . The func-
tions obtained in this way are related to those of the usual 
basis * by the recoupling transformation 
{37) 
When the mixing with definite 1'\.1=11.2. is possible, Eq. (37) 
"fixes the mix". For the doubly excited states of helium, this 
equation gives quite good agreement with the results obtained 
by diagonalizing '/ r,1 using the bases of de£ ini te n, ;::. n.1. • 
.. 
*For the detailed discussion, see Ref , (29). 
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The expectation value of the Yt'j:l. potential for the 
! P > by ( 29) st.at.e ('i'l?t) Q.lf'-'1 may be given approximately 
. x 
\1 ~ 1C1{ P(Pt2) +0." - L( L+ l) + n?·+ 2..+ ±<I e1L)1._~en.-t·j)}- ~ (38 ) • 
12 I~ ~ 
The 10:igenvalue of 1\· A is P( P+2)t,t - L(t. ·H) . This is the 
dominant factor in the Yr, potential, and it is the reason 
II. 
why the proper mixing for the doubly exci·ted states of He is 
which is the basis vector of the group 
hJJ... In.. :a. !A and aiL-._ lo + .:til. S0(4) generated by ~= ~ - ~ L Unfortunate-
ly ~·;re canno·t obtain a higher approx imation to the g r ound state 
of -:.:he heliur..1 atom or to its singly excited states, because 
the generators of 80(4) do not allow us to chanqe the radial 
quantmn numbe rs of one - electron states as we saw in Eqs . (23)-
(27) in the previous section. 
In order to have more general configuration mixings, 
it is clear that we have to think about the superposition of 
numbers of different states labeled by n, and n2.. We would 
like to predict the proper mixing without doing the usual 
d.iagonaliza·tion of the Hamiltonian matrix. l:.,rom Eqs. (23) ...... 
(34) in the previous section, we know that the generators of 
so (4, 1) can change the radial quantum numbers operating· on 
state vectors, therefore we might expect that we could get a 
proper configuration mixing by the aid of the reduc ·tion of 
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80(4,1) x 80(4,1) to an 80(4,1). The following sets of 
* operators generate such 80(4,1) groups : 
a.l· . L:--- '[L ·1-2[1_ (iii) I , 
1/A.:::. ~~ - /J\ ) '~r- 'Jr·- '-rr 1 
'~J.= 'I+ 2.T .a. a I a 
lz..·r :::: ·r -'-T. 
) l I I 
The basis vectors IR.SP0.\.}1) of these two--particle 80(4,1) 
groups will be written as a linear combination of the two-
particle 80(4) basis vectors /C~~t~'/\~)P(.J..l._M) : 
(39) 
where R. and S are labeling numbers of the SO ( 4 r 1) group and 




As we see in Eq.(39), the state R.SPO.LM/ .is described as 
I , 
a superposition of the states labeled by tft, and 'lh . . 
* By the s·tudy of doubly exc.i ted stateH of helium, we know 
l.:f..'L:::: 'll + ).lL and 12./A ::: 1~. -'"A are physically important. 
Therefore we eliminate from considerations groups with 
gene.rators lan_:::: 'll -).JL and lfA-:;.'/11. -1-'''"/A , 
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Now let us think about a reasonable way to get a pr o-
per configuration mix ing. When we divide the Hamiltonian of 
1 
the sy stem by Z in the manner of the 1/Z-expansion method, (lB} 
we have _., ) . . ( p" ) _ r ' -· . \ I 1 
J::i=.Z H=-I -~ - "- +z -s . • 2.. -J~ .,a_ 
L ::: 1 ; (41) 
where s ~ ::: z r~ I Pc: ::: i <- OW.: I . and z is ·the nuclear char ge. 
Thf~ hydrogenic part f. (Pt/2. ·- 'Is~) has an S0(4) x S0(4) symme-
~~ · 
( 4 7) * try and it can be written as 
( 4 2) 
C011 s ide ring the previous discussion, we might ask whether the 
mi xed configura t ion due to the 1/St<. potential is an approx i-· 
ma~:e eigensta·te o f: IRS PO-l M) He also notice that 
the ratio of the hydrogenic part and the electron repulsion 
part depends on Z , and the electron repulsion part mu~t 
vanish when Z goes to infinity. Hence we might e xpect that 
·the electronic state of helium may be approx imated as a linear 
combination of the properly dila·ted states of /(n,n .. JF(LLM) and 
I R.S P(tLivl> By the dilation ope ra.tor e t eJc-"T:~.) ( acting 
in the manne r of Eq. ( 2 2) , ·-Ne may se ·t the optimum scale 
--·--- --·------··-------
* Henceforth the reali zation of generators will be given in _.... . ..~ .. 
the variables 
·- i(s~%s~ -tl) 
s~ lnstead of r, . For instance LT,t means 
instead of -~ (r~ %r, -H) 
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parameters which correspond to the effective nuclear charges 
of the electrons. Here we use the realization given in the 
previous section for the group operators and bases. Let us 
write 
-±A = D { b ~ ( ·"·' ~~) t.p R. s } e,el.e;e~ _ • PGL LM + b~ JpQ.LM J 
(43 - a) 
and 
' (43 - b) 
where 1..0(1\.,'l\J I > J fC. L M ::: (It\ I ?\.l, ) PQ L M ' <.{) R.S :: I 1<. s PQ. L M > IPO..LM and 
We begin by letting 
Late r, fo:r: the ground sta te of he lium, we will choose 
n <ptl.!) 
V /;)009 } Ct.100 
e,= g; :.:: e 
the state 
so as to minimi ze the energy of the state 
* wi th respect to a ' and also we will choose 
and e~ = &.' = e' so as to minimize the energy of 
D 
1/) (1, ,, 
(J(:}Q'9 J r)OOO · h e d e' .+ w1t r espect to an 
Factors b, and b
4 
will b e determined by minimization 
o f t h e energy expecta tion val.ue, and the ratio ~/b, must 
lf)(lfl., ".1) 
v anis h when Z goes to infinity. The function ~LH is con-
structed from the one-electron functions XC$i) of Eq. (18) 
... ,£;.11\.\ 
( 4 4) 





,P,Q,L,M) = (l,l,O,O,O,O) is possible. 
~ Se e page 71- 76. 
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h (4, W. ""f' . t (48) are t e SO , 1gner coeL 1c1en s, 
which satisfy the requirement 
1 . 
( 4 5) 
The function is constructed as 
( 4 G) 
are the S0(4,1) Wigner coefficients 
and .satisfy the condition 
( <17) 
3- 3 The Configuration Mixing due to several possible 
Two - Particle S0(4,1) Symmetries and the Ground State 
Wa ve Function of the Helium Atom 
For the ground state of the helium atom, only the set 
of quantum numbers (PQLM) = (0000) is possible because of the 
condition, n n - 1 I ::: l.- Furthermore the labe ling Q = 0 must 
require S= O, because the fourth- order Casimir operator of 
80(4,1) vanishes if Q=O for its S0(4) subgroup} 41 , 37 ) There-
fore Eqs. (43 - a,b) become 
letting 
l£)(1.1) 
¢!! = bl j oooo 
_ ( 46) the functions 





. According to Eqs. (44) and 
oR!o 
~ oooo are written as 
(4 9) 
(50) 
Here we chose the phase factor of the 80(4) Wigner coe fficients 
SO that cL JOO I laO: 0000 =: 1 For a simple approximation to 
lf) rt 0 
J ()000 we try the follwing function to see if it is physi -
cally realistic. 
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R_'o R.'O cJ)C I. I) ( R! o f( "l.,2.) ( ( l{o t/) ( /,2.) + cR.'o f. (2., I) ) 
lfooc>o ~ C,, 1 oooo + 22. oooo t /.2.. I OQO() .2.1 o ooo 
Here 
ci?-'0 tf)(l,,) 
1 I loooo CR.'o. X ($,) X ct.a.) - cR.'O d J II 100 too ::::. I I . ll ' 
-- ·( R'od ,-::;- ) \1 J 
- ( 1~ to0_,2.oo: oooo-J·?.. . r3 
We can write Eg. (51) as 
•· 
R'o . ~ . R'o 1 L J<!o ); ·( R'O I Ji))l 
l{) ,____ C II · fJ f C 2.2. l ~ + C lz O...too J~oo: oooo 2. T








To obtain the coefficients C, , (.2. and (3 , \ve will 




{(''iA)·( lt/L)} ~~ RS PQLM>=- { Q ( P+ l)r-1 R s PQL M), 
(59) 







l-so(4,1) are the second- order and fourth~ 
order Casimir operators of the two-particle 80(4,1) group 
mentioned in the previous section, and (l
1
)(R)S) and Cl41(R.~s) 
u.o_ are the eige nvalues of these operators. The generators , 
'l.!A , 'l.lD ,-'J.r· , 11 T. , 11. Tl  ~ are given by one of the sets of oper-
ators, ( i ) , ( ii), (iii), ( iv)in page 60 . We will determine 
the coefficients c1 , Cz. and C3 , which satisfy all the equations 
3 
(56 )......,.(61) for our approximate eignestate _Eci +~ From 
. ~,., 
Eqs. (52)-(54), it is obvious that we have (60) and (61) true for 
any choice of the numbers C, , c~ , c3 . If we have numbers 
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C, r ( ,_ , C .~ r which satisfy Eq. (58) , that is 
( 62) 
we will automatically have Eq. (59) approximately true, because 
the condition P<?+2..)t Q'l::: O requires P=Q=O. This fact also 
requires that in Eq . (57) we have d4)(R'~o) -== O Now we know 
that the c,, c~ and c3 can be approx imately determined by 
solving the eigenvalue problems of (56) and (58) simultaneous -
ly using the basis states r, ' +2. and t , that is 
lA. ~(2.) i (l) i . i 
Cso(4,1) X = C <R • o) ·X > 
( 63} 
(64) 
where X~= r/t, + ~i+z.+Y}t3 One of the vectors X:.i== ~r.~,~i.) Y/) 
i=l,2,3, may correspond to the vector Jt 0 : t(c,,C~~C 3 ). The l1.c ( Z. ) 
operator Sol4, 1) can be given in four different ways 
according to four different algebras (. i ) , ( ii), (iii), ( iv) 
of page 60 
C; = ('Tl. +2.lJ"+( 'IB - ~IB)~('il.. ·rl.ll/'-( '!A-~/", 
C .. ::: ('T~ -2.l)'-+('(8+?.1Bi"-{'l +'"[J_)2- ( '!A- YA)\ II 
Ciii = ('T, + "tY+('Ir--"fY- ('IL t,·n..l-('!A -IA)~ 






Now we solve the eigenvalue prqblem of (63) using the 
basest, I \?:,and r3 . We write Eq. (63) in the matrix form 
(69) 
where the subscript r::J... means i 1 11, iii or iv and the 
C(.l)(D~> 0) c means r-. for ·the algebra (cA. ) • 'I'he rna trix fl.. is written 
as 
(7 0) 
In order to 
obtain the matrix elements <+~IC~\'fj) 1 we need to calculate 
tions are easily carried out using the formulation in Appendix 
III and the matrix representations of the 80(4 1 1) generators 
in section 3-1. The results obtained for the cases (i) 1 (ii) 1 




c~- .2. 10 ,.._ 
) 
\ 1/ 
tli) (iii ) ( i V) 
'+ 
---~-
0 4 -2 0 -2. 0 \ 4 2. 0 
0 -1. fO 0 -L to 0 2. IO 0 
s I o 0 3 0 0 ~ \0 0 3 -~- \ I - I 
3 _ s I qt(t3 1-m 3 ~+~13 ~--m s r,+Jii ~-[i3 3 
I 0 \II 0,110 '1$1 0 I O • .l90\ I I 1'·''0 o.1,n \ 0 \ o.H~ 0 
0 lr;:J' 0.110 -o.~S1 o.l~o 1-0.l.~O 0 0 0 0 C'~, l J 1 o \ 0 1 \ 0 0 \ 1 I \ 0 1 \ \ \ I ~ 
( 71) 
0 0 
g: 'll· [i~ -r1--Ji  -J ~ .. ~-i~ 1'1 
i I I 
,\ 0 0 
L . ._;.I \ ---L-C..--
69 
3 
We have shown that our eigenstate L C~ ~h must appro-
i.::.t 
ximately satisfy Eq. (64). The matrix representation of the 
1st Casimir operator of S0(4) is 
i ·1:( ~ 'i i 
with the eigenvectors x..tl.=: r,rJ.) .l.~) l3fJ.) • 
must approximately satisfy the equation 
· ~) 
) 
..) (72 ) 
) 
From -1: (71) and (72) it is clear that the vectors of (0,0,1) 
do not s atisfy thi s relation, and they must be eliminated from 
considera tion. Therefore our equation of (48) will become 
one of the following equations : 
where (3" are the 1rariation parcuneters which correspond to 
( b. /b . ._ ) . These expressions clearly show that the configu-
ration m.i xing due to om: ·tvm·-particle SO ( 4,1) symmetry cannot 
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allow us the mixing in of a · (ls) (2s) 
t3 :::: r!:=:.f X($.) X <S:l + X c~.) X,tt 1} 
configu~ation which is 
* writ.ten as ~ l. l loo J.OO .2.0o f)O 
If our approach is reasonable, the result obtained by 
diagonalizing the Hamiltonian matrix using ·the b 3.ses 2 ( ls) , 
(ls) (2s) , (2s) 2 , and (2p)2 must show a quite small contri-
bution of the (ls) (2s) configuration. Al s o the ratio of 
{2s) 2 to (2p) 2 in the result must be approx imately that of 
These bases are defined as 
Setting the trial wave function 
4 . 
. ·-T. - ) N • \D. 
:J:' - 4-o~ IAlJ J II 
~=I 
(74 - a) 
( 7 4-b) ' 
(74-c) 
, we can 
de t ermine the coefficients ct~ by minimization of th·2 energy 
exi?ect.ation value t -·- u·--.J~li;t clT..d',/f[ "1~-fh,dtl. 
Here the tf._ 1.~ mean the volume elem(~nts Std.Si,d,U..iv 
ground state, the result is 
* See Appendi x IV. 
For the 
{_7 5} 
As we see here, the contribution of (ls) (2s) is 
quite important for the ground state. Hence we conclude 
that the wave function ·-.}A or -.:.f:s of Eq. ( 4 3) 1 with e, == 0~ 
' ' = e. = e;~.. ~ o is not a .good approximation to the actual 
wave function. However the term, -(o.o:L~7)lf3 +(0.o41'1)f+ , in 
Eq. (75) is approximately the state lfr
(.2.J2) 
, and again it oooo 
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·~n -- 'fL +.tiL , suggests that the two~particle S0(4) generators  
are physically important operators. 
We consider next the wave functions ~A ~8 
with e, = e2. = e; = e~ - e which minimizes the energy 
of the function D <.,o< '·'> eeoa J oooo with respect to e Starting 
from the f unctions ~i of Eqs. (73-a)-(73-d), we try· to 
the proper functions 
of the basis functions in the manner of Eqs. (43-a,b). Let 
us write 
Here 
Ds ~ [{9,.7& 
and N.~-~ , N~_, 
e -::::fA, (:1 \:::: li../1;\ 
z) )!1'\.;t ) 
are normalization constants : 
(76-a) 
(76 - b) 
( 77) 





P.~ c.o<t.u _, {() R!·o } 
•rhe functions 1~ J oooo r 1 oooo represent the starting 
functions (}/ of equations ( 7 3) 1 without normalization 
coeffici€mts 
(79) 
We use the well known value( 49 ) 
J= /. ~~'lS J 
( 8 0) 
_j}- {0 c.tJ(I,I)}-o 
which makes .d:S ! I oooo -
R'-
The values of r will 
be d f..! t.ermined by extremizing the overlap betw2en --f ari.d 
""r- '" . ···:rA-1 ·. I --+· and · 1 whel·e - -1 is C.ht= wave function • 
obtained by diagonalizing the Hmuiltonian matrix [ Eq. (75) ]. 
There fore we require 
( 81-a) 
(81-b ) 
~ve obtain the following results 
+ + 






(Rl yi _ r 1 --
and 
I 
-~ 8-i = 
;I_ ---t -







(0.9853)f. - (0.164l)f~ - ( 0 • 0 2 3 6 ) cp3 + ( 0 . 0 4 0 9 ) tp4 
- {0.9790)tf. 
t 
+ ( 0 • 19 8 3 ) ~ + ( 0 . 0 2 4 6 ) tp3 - ( 0 . 0 4 2 .5 ) f1 




( o • 9 sa 3) r, -- ( o • 15 a 9) tf,_ - ( o . o 1.16) f
3 
+ ( o • o 2 o o) ~+ 
I 
l. 
<-1\~~~-1 > 1 
0.9994 
~ - 1.0000 
~ l-::::::) 
( 0. 0577 \ 




~ 0. ll28 ) 
73 
( 8 4) 
, (85 - 1) 
f (85-2) 
, (85 - 3) 
~ (85 - 4) 
( 8 6) 
( 8 7) 
Finally we consider wave functions "}A , ~B with 
e, = e~ ;:; e and e = ('I" ~ e' 
"' 1;.11 
' ( e t (.)) so as to min.i.mize 
74 
( 1.1) 
the energy of the state De1lo'o foooo with respect to both 
() and e' . Le·t us write 
t.. N~ D {f.{~t.i)(l.l) lOit'O ) 










we obtain the following results. 
( 8 B-a ) 
(88 -b ) 
(89) 
( 9 0) 
is satisfied 
(91} 
( 9 2} 
I 
.1 
3 + + 
--J: "r == 




<~l-1~-' I A-l/ 
0.0444 










1 ( 9 3) 
(94) 
( 9 5) 
":krn. == (0 ·.9774)<p, -·(0.2057 )~ - (0 .0248)~ +(0.0429)~. , (96 ·-1) 
-<D'- - ···(0.9774)!.P11 +(0.2224)~ +{0.016l)tD3 -(0.0278)~ , (96-2) ·'· s~l. 'l. r, .,. 
r"frl. ~ -· ( 0 . 9 7 6 4 ) "f. + ( 0 • 21 0 5 ) ~~ -1-( 0 . 0 2 4 1 ) ~ - ( 0 . 0 4 17 ) 'f4 1 ( 9 6 - 3 ) 
.--.J_..'t "" ( 0 • 9 816) IV ·- ( 0 • 18 6 7) f - ( 0 . 0 2 0 6) ~ + ( 0 . 0 3 56) (J) 1 ( 9 6- 4) 





( 1. 0000 
J-0.9995 
- 1 -·0. 9999 
L o. 9999 
' (97) 
(98) 
We have found that the wave functions obtained by 
using approximate Hartree-Fock ground state functions 
76 
, together with a dilated or undilated con-
figuration p.,'o ill , can be very good approximatioris to the Joooo 
ground state wave function obtained by a variational treat-
. h /V ment Wlt a Bednar 2 ( ls) , (ls) (2s), 
2 
( 2 S) 1 (2p)2 basis. 
We have been able to obtain quite excellent overlaps with 
this ground state function, using r<'o W obtained from each ) oooo 
of the four 80(4,1) groups we considered. 
Further, and extensive, calculations will be required 




---~ll!c-·--.----'--- {i0 ·--y-· 
l
trol'IS (I . P J o.e./n.c.t (I .P ,) 
z pulltd ( ·v·) ::: l.(U) z 
o~<-t e (l?.lt) . 
F=~=F==~=· ~-
II n . \ (tD~Ino.e) (1o.th· •. e 1 ( L p.) 
~644 
z 
f::== ·- -- . ::..-= 
1 H 1s 13.59511.000 31 Ga 
2 He 32 G~ ls · 24. 580 1. 341, 
3 Li 2s 5.390 0.629 33 As 
4 Be 2s 9.320 0.828 34 Se 
5 B 2p 8.296 0.781 35 Br 
6 c 2p 11.264 0.910 36 Kr 
7 N 2p 14.54 1.034 37 Rb 
8 0 2p 13.614 1.000 38 Sr 
9 F 2p 17 .1+2 1.132 39 y 
10 Ne 2p 21.559 1. 259 40 Zr 

























61 Pm 6s (5. 55) (0.639) 
62 Sm 6s (5.63) (0.643) 
63 Eu 6·~ ,, (5.68) (0.646) 
64 Gd (6.16) 
65 Tb 6s .(5.85) j (Ct.656) 
66 Dy 6s (5.93) (0.660) 
67 Ho 6s (6.02) (0.665) 
68 Er 6s (6.10) (0.670) 
69 Tm 6s (6 .18) (0.671~) 
70 Yb 6s (6.25) (0.678) 
71 Lu - -I 





0. 731J73 Ta 7.88 0.761 
.., on I 0 7 ')!.; II-,'· T.T 6s 1 0.76G • 1 .Jv I Lt ~·" . . I • J0 
12 Mg 3s, 7.644
1
0.750,42 Mo 5s 7.10 
13 All 3p I 5.984 j0.663,43 Te Ss 7.28 
1 ,1, ~.; ~..... Q 14 o I~ ·1, t.· !1. '· u. - c: ,:: ..., ., 6 '· 
~~~ ;·- ·;:-·tl~:o ~ ~~:~~;11,~~ ;~ ~: ;~:6 ·• 0.740 75 Re i 6s 7.87 0.761 
· I I I 
16 S Jp 10.357,0.872146 Pd 4d 8.33 0.782 6Os 6s 8.7 














3p 15.755 1.076 48 Cd 5s 8.991 0.813 1 8 Pt 6s 9.0 0.813 I 
4s 4.339 0.565 49 In 5p 5.785 0.652.79 Au 6s 9.22 0.823 
4s ~- 6.lllj0.670150 Sn 5p 7.342 0.735 o Hg 6s 10.43 0.876 
4s 6.56 10.694'51 Sb 5p 8.639 0.797 1 T1 6p 6.106 0.670 
4s 6.83 0.709 52 Tel Sp 9.01 0.814 82 Pb 6p 7.415 0.738 
3J\? I ~N4 6.74 !53 I 5p 10.454 0.877 83 Bi 6p 7.287 0.732 
'•s 6. 763 0. 705 54 Xe .5p 12.127 0.944 84 Po (lp,.) 8.43 
I n•(
4s.~l 
4s 7.432 0.739 55 Cs 6s 3.893 0.535 85 At 
4s 7.90 110 .762 56 Ba 6s 5.210 0.619 86 Rn 6p 10.746 0.889 
3d14~ T s~ 6 ~~ 
·)3dv 7. 86 - 57 La ')Sd~ 5. 61 87 Fr 
~'tt 7.6331 - 58 Ce 6s (5.65) 0.64l\) 88 Ra 7s 5.277 0.623 
t 3dq I 
4s 7.72410.753 59 Pr 6s (5.42) 0.63~~~9 Ac 
'-------'-L-+s--'~391 0.83-~~~60 ~~~ (5.49) t635) 90 Th 30 Zn 
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Appendix II 
In thee. electron configurat;ion scheme for atoms, the 
p,d,f e.lect:r.-~J,:n s first a.ppear at N== 5,21 1 58 (B,Sc,Cej. We 
may notice the atomic n1~bers of He, Ar, Xe (rare gas atoms 
* of J.-1 =:1 , 3, 5) a3:e very close to these numbers. Using . this 
fact we will obtain a simple approximate expression N0 for 
the atomic numbers of rare g·as at.oms. 'rhe Thomas- Fermi 
. . d' ( 34 ) h l f . 'h l approx1mat1on pre 1cts tat thee ectrons o. azlmu~ a 
quantum number J. first appear in the atoms of nuclear charge 
0.155( 21.+ 1 )3 ~ If we use a coefficient 0 .17 instead of 0.155, 
we have more accurate .equation: 
This gives correctly the numbers 5, 21, 58 for J.=l, 2, 3, if 
we take the nearest integer Z. 
The atomic numbers of rare gas a ·toms for U=l, 3, 5, 7, •• , 
are roughly given by Eq. (AII-1) for J. ==1,2,3,4,, •• , and these 
t7 !..J+ i J.J and '· have a relation 1 = ---~· •rhen we may write 
:2.. 
(A~omic number ) ~ f\1' ;:_ O.l7 ( ).J t 1)3 OI a rare gas atom ' 0 . (AII .... 2) 




The r e sults of Eg. (AII - 2) are iisted on Tab. AII. Introduc -
ing a cor rection term into this equation, we have the follovl-
ing simple expressio~ for~- . 




















Ator~l< N,. ... bus 
of R~>.re I 
~a.s /-\totri) No No 
= - - .,, . 
2 4 . 6 2.0 
10 10.9 9.7 
18 21.2 18-~ -------·-r·-· 
3!=:' 3h . 7 15.5 
54 58.3 55.7 




(AII - 3) 
Appendix III 
are written in the following way for the case (i) : 
::: < 1 ( • r~ +,. ra. r + ( lIB -· "IB) 1 - ( 'IL + ~ll) "L - c 'lA - !A. )1.1 > 
=· < 1 ~ [( ~1: tt( ~[B t-( ~n..r-c ~'\)1 +.2. {'T/~- 'IB. ).n3 - '[L. ~n_ + :A. LJ\ J 1 > 
(~<x:tt1\~ I 'Lt lrtt,1 11m 1 )(n~~~~~ \1-L- \r~?)1-'~\1) 
<('n~ x;r,~,; I 'L- I rfl,), 1~,) ( 'Y\~ ( rr< \ 2Lt \~Yt ,j,.r~) 





Examining the equation in Appendix III and the matrix 
representations of S0(4,1) generators in section 3-1, we 
uriderstand the reason why the . (ls) (2s) configuration does 
not mix with (2s)
2
, (2p) 2 and (ls) 2 configurations. For this 
kind of mixing, the matrix elements of the Casimir operator 
are given by (X<s\))((~)\C,, IXtS.)/( <t0 and IXt~fX(s,)I~\X t~ X c"sl.m>) 
'\ 100 100 v-\ jOO 1.00 '/ ~ loo 2.00 2...X.''' .t.<.- . , 
As we see in Appendix III, these · elen1ents consist of the te:r:·ms 
< 1 oo \ 1Pl.l <JO > (Jool .tp 1·'--oo) / ,i I )/ Il--l · ~ and (,JOol p l..i.Jfl. <?_..oo f; Le-m/(A) 
' 
vlherl'" ~ P are the one-partie] e ~30 ( 4, 1) genera tors. These tp 
in ()\) prod·llce j/\, .f-'/m') or ~-±l,l'' ,m") operating on J tl).,t'/n) 
but t.hy can :~.ot produce the linear combination of j 'f'L, 2..'/h'-#) 
Consequently all the terms of (A} vanish~ 
We also notice that the same kind of situa Lion occurs 
for the two-particle SO ( 4,2) symmetry based on ·the reali·-
zation given in section 3-l. 
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